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Abstract
A novel technique is proposed for watermarking of MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 compressed
video streams. The proposed scheme is applied directly in the domain of MPEG-1 system
streams and MPEG-2 program streams (multiplexed streams). Perceptual models are used
during the embedding process in order to avoid degradation of the video quality. The water-
mark is detected without the use of the original video sequence. A modiﬁed correlation-based
detector is introduced that applies nonlinear preprocessing before correlation. Experimental
evaluation demonstrates that the proposed scheme is able to withstand several common at-
tacks. The resulting watermarking system is very fast and therefore, suitable for copyright
protection of compressed video.
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Greece.1 Introduction
The compression capability of the MPEG-2 standard [1, 2] has established it as the preferred
coding technique for audiovisual content. This development, coupled with the advent of the
Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), which provides enormous storage capacity, enabled the large-
scale distribution and replication of compressed multimedia, but also rendered it largely
uncontrollable. For this reason, digital watermarking techniques have been introduced [3]
as a way to protect the multimedia content from unauthorized trading. Watermarking
techniques aim to embed copyright information in image [4, 5, 6, 7], audio [8] or video
[9, 10, 11] signals so that the lawful owner of the content is able to prove ownership in case
of unauthorized copying. A variety of image and video watermarking techniques have been
proposed for watermark embedding and detection in either the spatial [12, 13], Fourier-
Mellin Transform [14], Fourier Transform [15], Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) [4, 16] or
wavelet [17] domain. However, only a small portion of them deal with video watermarking
in the compressed domain [18, 13, 19, 9].
In [13] a technique was proposed that partially decompresses the MPEG stream, water-
marks the resulting DCT coeﬃcients and re-encodes them into a new compressed bitstream.
However the detection is performed in the spatial domain, requiring full decompression.
Chung et al. [19] applied a DCT domain embedding technique that also incorporates a
block classiﬁcation algorithm in order to select the coeﬃcients to be watermarked. In [18] a
faster approach was proposed, that embeds the watermark in the domain of quantized DCT
coeﬃcients but uses no perceptual models in order to ensure the imperceptibility of the wa-
termark. This algorithm embeds the watermark by setting to zero some DCT coeﬃcients of
an 8x8 DCT block. The embedding strength is controlled using a parameter that deﬁnes the
smallest index of the coeﬃcient in an 8x8 DCT block which is allowed to be removed from
the image data upon embedding the watermark. However, no method has been proposed
for the automatic selection of the above parameter so as to ensure perceptual invisibility of
the watermark. In addition, in [18, 9], this parameter has a constant value for all blocks of
an image, i.e. it is not adapted to the local image characteristics in any way.
The important practical problem of watermarking MPEG-1/2 multiplexed streams has
not been properly addressed in the literature so far. Multiplexed streams contain at least
two elementary streams, an audio and a video elementary stream. Thus, it is necessary to
develop a watermarking scheme that operates with multiplexed streams as its input.
In this paper, a novel compressed domain watermarking scheme is presented, which
is suitable for MPEG-1/2 multiplexed streams. Embedding and detection are performed
without fully de-multiplexing the video stream. During the embedding process, the data
to be watermarked are extracted from the stream, watermarked and placed back into the
stream. This leads to a fast implementation, which is necessary for real-time applications,
such as video servers in Video on Demand (VoD) applications. Implementation speed is also
important when a large number of video sequences have to be watermarked, as is the case
in video libraries.
The watermark is embedded in the intraframes (I-frames) of the video sequence. In each
I-frame, only the quantized AC coeﬃcients of each discrete cosine transformed block of the
luminance component are watermarked. This approach leads to very good resistance to
transcoding. In order to reach a satisfactory tradeoﬀ between robustness and imperceptibil-
ity of the embedded watermark, a novel combination of perceptual analysis [20] and block
classiﬁcation techniques [21] is introduced for the selection of the coeﬃcients to be water-
marked and for the determination of the watermark strength. Speciﬁcally block classiﬁcation
leads to an initial selection of the coeﬃcients of each block that may be watermarked. In
2each block, the ﬁnal coeﬃcients are selected and the watermark strength is calculated based
on the perceptual analysis process. In this way, watermarks having the maximum imper-
ceptible strength are embedded into the video frames. This leads to a maximization of the
detector performance under the watermark invisibility constraint.
A new watermark detection strategy in the present paper operates in the DCT domain
rather than the quantized domain. Two detection approaches are presented: the ﬁrst uses a
correlation-based detector, which is optimal when the watermarked data follow a Gaussian
distribution. The other, which is optimal when the watermarked data follow a Laplacian
distribution, uses a generalized correlator, where the data is preprocessed before correlation.
The preprocessing is nonlinear and leads to a Locally Optimum (LO) detector [22, 23], which
is often used in communications [24, 25, 26] to improve the detection of weak signals.
The resulting watermark detection scheme is shown to withstand transcoding (bitrate
change and/or coding standard change), as well as cropping and ﬁltering. It is also very fast
and therefore suitable for applications where watermark detection modules are incorporated
in real-time decoders/players, such as broadcast monitoring [27, 28].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the requirements of a video watermarking
system are analyzed. Section 3 describes the processing in the compressed stream. The
proposed watermark embedding scheme is presented in Section 4. In Section 5 the detection
process is described and in Section 6 two implementations of watermark detectors for video
are presented. In Section 7 experimental results are discussed and ﬁnally, conclusions are
d r a w ni nS e c t i o n8 .
2 Video watermarking system requirements
In all watermarking systems, the watermark is required to be imperceptible and robust
against attacks such as compression, cropping, ﬁltering [10, 7, 29] and geometric transfor-
mations [30, 14]. Apart form the above, compressed video watermarking systems have the
following additional capability requirements:
• Fast embedding/detection. A video watermarking system must be very fast due to
the large volume of data that has to be processed. Watermark embedding and detection
procedures should be eﬃciently designed in order to oﬀer fast processing times using a
software implementation.
• Blind detection. The system should not use the original video for the detection of
the watermark. This is necessary not only because of the important concerns raised
in [29] about using the original data in the detection process, but also because it is
sometimes impractical to keep all original sequences in addition to the watermarked
ones.
• Preserving ﬁle size. The size of the MPEG ﬁle should not be altered signiﬁcantly.
The watermark embedding procedure should take into account that the total MPEG ﬁle
size should not be signiﬁcantly increased, because an MPEG ﬁle may have been created
so as to conform to speciﬁc bandwidth or storage constraints. This may be accomplished
by watermarking only those DCT coeﬃcients whose corresponding Variable Length
Code (VLC) words after watermarking will have less than or equal length to the length
of the original VLC words, as in [13, 19, 31, 18].
• Avoiding/Compensating drift error.
Due to the nature of the interframe coding applied by MPEG, alterations of the coded
data in one frame may propagate in time and cause alterations to the subsequent
3decoded frames. Therefore, special care should be taken during the watermark embed-
ding, to avoid visible degradation in subsequent frames. A drift error of this nature was
encountered in [13], where the watermark was embedded in all video frames (intra- and
interframes) in the compressed domain; the authors of [13] proposed the addition of a
drift compensation signal to compensate for watermark signals from previous frames.
Generally, either the watermarking method should be designed in a way such that drift
error is imperceptible, or the drift error should be compensated, at the expense of
additional computational complexity.
In the ensuing sections, an MPEG-1/2 watermarking system is described which meets
the above requirements.
3 Preprocessing of MPEG-1/2 multiplexed streams
It is often preferable to watermark video in the compressed rather than the spatial domain.
Due to high storage capacity requirements, it is impractical or even infeasible to decompress
and then recompress the entire video data. Decoding and re-encoding an MPEG stream
would also signiﬁcantly increase the processing time, perhaps even to the point of rendering it
prohibitive for use in real-time applications. For these reasons, in the present paper the video
watermark embedding and detection methods are carried out entirely in the compressed
domain.
MPEG-2 program streams and MPEG-1 system streams are multiplexed streams that
contain at least two elementary streams i.e an audio and a video elementary stream. A fast
and eﬃcient video watermarking system should be able to cope with multiplexed streams.
An obvious approach to MPEG watermarking would be to use the following procedure. The
original stream is de-multiplexed to its comprising elementary video and audio streams. The
video elementary stream is then processed to embed the watermark. Finally the resulting wa-
termarked video elementary stream and the audio elementary stream are multiplexed again
to produce the ﬁnal MPEG stream. However, this process has a very high computational
cost and a very slow implementation, which render it practically useless.
In order to keep complexity low, a technique was developed that does not fully de-
multiplex the stream before the watermark embedding, but instead deals with the multi-
plexed stream itself. The elementary video stream packets are ﬁrst detected in the multi-
plexed stream. For those that contain I-frame data, the encoded (video) data are extracted
and variable length decoding is performed to obtain the quantized DCT coeﬃcients. The
headers of these packets are left intact. This procedure is schematically described in Fig. 1.
The quantized DCT coeﬃcients are ﬁrst watermarked. Then the watermarked coeﬃcients
are variable length coded. The video encoded data are partitioned so that they ﬁt into video
packets that use their original headers. Audio packets and packets containing interframe
data are not altered. The stream structure remains unaﬀected and only the video packets
that contain coded I-frame data are altered. Note that the above process produces only
minor variations in the bitrate of the original compressed video and does not impose any
signiﬁcant memory requirements to the standard MPEG coding/decoding process.
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Figure 1: Operations performed on an MPEG multiplexed stream (V: encoded video data, A: encoded
audio data, H: elementary stream packet header, Packet: elementary stream packet, V : watermarked
encoded video data, VLC: Variable length coding, VLD: Variable length decoding).
4 Imperceptible watermarking in the compressed domain
4.1 Generation of the embedding watermark
We shall use the following procedure for the generation of the embedding watermark: the
values of the watermark sequence {W} are either -1 or 1. This sequence is produced from
an integer random number generator by setting the watermark coeﬃcient to 1 when the
generator outputs a positive number and to -1 when the generator output is negative. The
result is a zero mean, unit variance process. The random number generator is seeded with
the result of a hash function. The MD5 algorithm [32] is used in order to produce a 128 bit
integer seed from a meaningful message (owner ID). The watermark generation procedure
is depicted in Fig. 2. As explained in [29], the watermark is generated so that even if an
attacker ﬁnds a watermark sequence that leads to a high correlator output, he or she still
cannot ﬁnd a meaningful owner ID that would produce the watermark sequence through
this procedure and therefore cannot claim to be the owner of the image. This is ensured by
the use of the hashing function included in the watermark generation.
4.2 Imperceptible watermark embedding in the quantized DCT domain
The proposed watermark embedding scheme (Fig. 3) modiﬁes only the quantized AC coeﬃ-
cients XQ(m,n) of a luminance block (where m,n are indices indicating the position of the
current coeﬃcient in an 8 × 8 DCT block) and leaves chrominance information unaﬀected.
In order to make the watermark imperceptible, a novel method is employed, combining per-
ceptual analysis [10, 20] and block classiﬁcation techniques [21, 19]. These are applied in
the DCT domain in order to adaptively select which coeﬃcients are best for watermark-
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Figure 2: Watermark generation.
ing. The product of the embedding watermark coeﬃcient W(m,n), i.e. the value of the
pseudo-random sequence for the position (m,n), with the corresponding values of the quan-
tized embedding strength SQ(m,n) and the embedding mask M(m,n) (which result from
the perceptual analysis and the block classiﬁcation process respectively), is added to each
selected quantized coeﬃcient. The resulting watermarked quantized coeﬃcient is given by
X 
Q(m,n)
X 
Q(m,n)=XQ(m,n)+M(m,n)SQ(m,n)W(m,n)( 1 )
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Figure 3: Watermark embedding scheme.
In order to select the embedding mask M, each discrete cosine transformed (DCT) lumi-
nance block is initially classiﬁed with respect to its energy distribution to one of ﬁve possible
classes: low activity, diagonal edge, horizontal edge, vertical edge and textured block. The
calculation of energy distribution and the subsequent block classiﬁcation are performed as in
[19], returning the class of the block examined. For each block class, the binary embedding
6mask M determines which coeﬃcients are the best candidates for watermarking. Thus
M(m,n)=
 
0,
1,
the (m,n) coeﬃcient will not be watermarked
the (m,n) coeﬃcient can be watermarked (if SQ(m,n)  =0 )
where m,n ∈ [0,7]. The perceptual analysis that follows the block classiﬁcation process leads
to the ﬁnal choice of the coeﬃcients that will be watermarked and deﬁnes the embedding
strength.
Fig. 4 depicts the mask M for all the block classes. As can be seen, the embedding mask
for all classes contains “zeroes” for all high frequency AC coeﬃcients. These coeﬃcients are
not watermarked because the embedded signal is likely to be eliminated by lowpass ﬁltering
or transcoding to lower bitrates. The rest of the zero M(m,n) values in each embedding
mask (apart from the low activity block mask) correspond to large DCT coeﬃcients, which
are left unwatermarked, since their use in the detection process may reduce the detector
performance [19].
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Figure 4: The embedding masks that correspond to each one of the ﬁve block classes.
The perceptual model that is used is a new adaptation of the perceptual model proposed
by Watson [20]. A measure T  (m,n) is introduced to determine the maximum Just Notice-
able Diﬀerence (JND) for each DCT coeﬃcient of a block. This model is then adapted for
quantized DCT coeﬃcients.
For a visual angle of 1/16 pixels/degree and a 48.7 cm viewing distance, the luminance
masking and the contrast masking properties of the Human Visual System (HVS) for each
coeﬃcient of a discrete cosine transformed block are estimated as in [20]. Speciﬁcally, two
matrices, T  (luminance masking)a n dT   (contrast masking) are calculated. Each value
T (m,n) is compared with the magnitude of the corresponding DCT coeﬃcient |X (m,n)|
and is used as a threshold to determine whether the coeﬃcient will be watermarked or not.
The values T  (m,n) determine the embedding strength of the watermark S(m,n) when
|X(m,n)| >T (m,n):
S(m,n)=
 
T  (m,n),
0,
if |X(m,n)| >T (m,n)
otherwise
Another approach would be to embed the watermark in the DCT coeﬃcients X(m,n), before
quantization is applied; then the watermark embedding equation would be:
X (m,n)=X(m,n)+M(m,n)S(m,n)W(m,n)( 2 )
7Video sequence Mean PSNR for all video frames Mean PSNR for I-frames only
ﬂowers 38.6dB 36.5dB
mobile and calendar 33.1dB 30dB
susie 45.6dB 40.4dB
table tennis 35.6dB 33.2dB
Table 1: Mean PSNR values for the frames of 4 watermarked video sequences (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec,
PAL)
However, as our experiments have shown, the embedded watermark, i.e. the last term in the
right hand side of equation (2), is sometimes entirely eliminated by the quantization process.
If this happens to a large number of coeﬃcients, the damage to the watermark may be severe,
and the watermark detection process may become unreliable. This is why the watermark
is embedded directly in the quantized DCT coeﬃcients. Since the MPEG coding algorithm
performs no other lossy operation after quantization (see Fig. 5), any information embedded
as in Fig. 5 does not run the risk of being eliminated by the subsequent processing. Thus,
the watermark remains intact in the quantized coeﬃcients during the detection process,
when the quantized DCT coeﬃcients XQ(m,n) are watermarked in the following way (see
Fig. 3):
X 
Q(m,n)=XQ(m,n)+M(m,n)SQ(m,n)W(m,n)( 3 )
where SQ(m,n)i sc a l c u l a t e db y
SQ(m,n)=

 
 
quant[S(m,n)],
1,
0,
if quant[S(m,n)] > 1
if quant[S(m,n)] ≤ 1a n dS(m,n)  =0
if S(m,n)=0
(4)
and quant[·] denotes the quantization function used by the MPEG video coding algorithm.
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Figure 5: MPEG encoding operations.
Fig. 6 depicts a frame from the video sequence table tennis, the corresponding water-
marked frame and the diﬀerence between the two frames, ampliﬁed and contrast enhanced
in order to make the modiﬁcation produced by the watermark embedding more visible.
Various video sequences were watermarked and viewed in order to evaluate the imper-
ceptibility of the watermark embedding method. The viewers were unable to locate any
degradation in the quality of the watermarked videos. Table 1 presents the mean of the
PSNR values of all the frames of some commonly used video sequences. In addition, Table
1 shows the mean of the PSNR values of the I-frames (watermarked frames) of each video
sequence. Additionally, the good visual quality of the various watermarked video sequences
that were viewed, showed that the proposed I-frame embedding method does not cause any
signiﬁcant drift error. The eﬀect of the watermark propagation was also measured, in terms
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Figure 6: (a) Original frame from the video sequence table tennis, (b) Watermarked frame, (c) Ampliﬁed
diﬀerence between the original and the watermarked frame.
of PSNR values, for the table tennis video sequence. Fig. 7 presents the PSNR values of
all frames of a typical GOP of the video sequence. As can be seen, the PSNR values for
all P- and B-frames of the GOP are higher than the PSNR value of the I-frame. Generally,
due to the motion compensation process, the watermark embedded in the macroblocks of an
I-frame is transferred to the macroblocks of the P- and B-frames, except for the cases where
the macroblocks of the P- and B-frames are intra coded. Therefore, the quality degradation
in the interframes should not exceed the quality degradation of the I-frame of the same GOP,
or the next GOP 1.
4.3 The eﬀect of watermark embedding on the video ﬁle size
The absolute value of X 
Q(m,n) in equation (3) may increase, decrease or may remain
unchanged in relation to |XQ(m,n)|, depending on the sign of the watermark coeﬃcient
W(m,n) and the values of the embedding mask and the embedding strength. Due to the
monotonicity of MPEG codebooks, when
     X 
Q(m,n)
      > |XQ(m,n)| the codeword used for
1This case may hold for the last B-frame(s) in a GOP, which are decoded using information from the next I-frame. These
frames may have a lower PSNR value that the PSNR value of the I-frame of the same GOP but their PSNR is higher than
the PSNR of the next I-frame.
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Figure 7: The PSNR values of all frames of a typical GOP of the video sequence table tennis (GOP size
= 12 frames).
Video sequence Percentage (%)
ﬂowers (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec, PAL) 0.4
mobile and calendar (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec, PAL) 1
susie (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec, PAL) 1.1
table tennis (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec, PAL) 1.4
Table 2: The ﬁle size diﬀerence between the original and the watermarked video ﬁle as a percentage of
the original ﬁle size
X 
Q(m,n) contains more bits than the corresponding codeword for XQ(m,n); the inverse
is true when
     X 
Q(m,n)
      < |XQ(m,n)|. Since the watermark sequence has zero mean,
the number of cases where
     X 
Q(m,n)
      > |XQ(m,n)| is expected to be roughly equal to
the number of cases where the inverse inequality holds. Therefore, the MPEG bitstream
length is not expected to be signiﬁcantly altered. Experiments with watermarking of various
MPEG-2 videos resulted in bitstreams whose size diﬀered slightly (up to 2%) compared to
the original. Table 2 presents the eﬀect of watermark embedding in the ﬁle size for some
commonly used video sequences.
In order to ensure that the length of the watermarked bitstream will remain smaller than
or equal to the original bitstream, the coeﬃcients that increase the bitstream length may be
left unwatermarked. However, this reduces the robustness of the detection scheme, because
the watermark can be inserted and therefore detected in fewer coeﬃcients. For this reason,
such a modiﬁcation was avoided in our embedding scheme.
5 Watermark detection
The detection of the watermark is performed without the use of the original data. The
original meaningful message that produces the watermark sequence W is needed in order to
check if the speciﬁed watermark sequence exists in a copy of the watermarked video. Then,
a correlation-based detection approach is taken, similar to that analyzed in [29].
In Section 5.1, the correlation metric calculation is formulated. Section 5.2 presents the
10method used for calculating the threshold to which the detector output is compared to, in
order to decide whether a video frame is watermarked or not. In addition, the probabil-
ity of detection is deﬁned as a measure for the evaluation of the detection performance.
Finally, in Section 5.3 a novel method is presented, for improving the performance of the
watermark detection procedure by preprocessing the watermarked data before calculating
the correlation.
5.1 Correlation-based detection
The detection can be formulated as the following hypothesis test:
 
H0 : the video frame is not watermarked
H1 : the video frame is watermarked with watermark W.
(5)
Another realistic scenario in watermarking would be the presence of a watermark diﬀerent
from W. In that case, the two hypotheses become:
 
H 
0 : the video frame is watermarked with watermark W 
H1 : the video frame is watermarked with watermark W.
(6)
Actually, this setup is not essentially diﬀerent from the previous one: in fact, in (5) the
data may be considered to be watermarked with W  = 0 under H0, while in (6) under H 
0
we may have W   =0 .
In order to determine which of the above hypotheses is true, for either (5) or (6), a
correlation-based detection scheme is applied. Variable length decoding is ﬁrst performed
to obtain the quantized DCT coeﬃcients. The DCT coeﬃcients for each block, which will
be used in the detection procedure, are then obtained via inverse quantization. The block
classiﬁcation and perceptual analysis procedures are performed as described in Section 4 in
order to deﬁne the set {X} of the N DCT coeﬃcients that are expected to be watermarked
with the sequence {W}. Only these coeﬃcients will be used in the correlation test (since
the rest are probably not watermarked) leading to a more eﬃcient detection scheme.
Each coeﬃcient in the set {X} is multiplied by the corresponding watermark coeﬃcient
of the correlating watermark sequence {W}, producing the data set {XW}. The correlation
metric c for each frame is calculated as
c =
mean ·
√
N
√
variance
(7)
where
mean =
1
N
N−1  
l=0
XW(l)=
1
N
N−1  
l=0
X(l)W(l)( 8 )
is the sample mean of {XW},a n d
variance =
1
N
N−1  
l=0
(XW(l) − mean)2 =
1
N
N−1  
l=0
(X(l)W(l) − mean)2 (9)
is the sample variance of {XW}.
The correlation metric c is compared to the threshold T: if it exceeds this threshold, the
examined frame is considered watermarked. The calculation of the threshold is discussed in
the following subsection.
115.2 Threshold calculation and probability of detection for DCT domain
detection
After the correlation metric c is calculated, it is compared to the threshold T.H o w e v e r ,
in order to deﬁne the optimal threshold in either the Neyman-Pearson or Bayesian sense, a
statistical analysis of the correlation metric c is required.
The correlation metric c of (7) is a sum of a large number of independent random variables.
The terms of the sum are products of (watermarked or not) DCT coeﬃcients with the
corresponding values of the watermark. The DCT coeﬃcients are independent random
variables due to the decorrelating properties of the DCT. The watermark values are also
independent by their construction, since we are examining spread-spectrum watermarking.
The corresponding products can then be easily shown to be independent random variables
as well. Then, for large N, and by the Central Limit Theorem (CLT) [33], the distribution
of the correlation metric c can be approximated by the normal distribution N(m0,σ 0) under
H0 and N(m1,σ 1) under H1. Also, under H 
0 it can easily be shown that the correlation
metric still follows the same distribution N(m0,σ 0) as under H0. Based on [29], the means
and standard deviations of these distributions are given by:
m0 = m 
0 = 0 (10)
σ0 = σ 
0 = 1 (11)
m1 =
E
 
quant−1 [SQ(l)]
 √
N
√
variance
 
 N−1
l=0 quant−1 [SQ(l)]
√
variance · N
(12)
σ1 = 1 (13)
where E[·] denotes the expectation operator, quant−1[·] denotes the function that MPEG
uses for mapping quantized coeﬃcients to DCT values, and SQ(l) is the quantized embedding
strength that was used for embedding the watermark in the l-th of the N DCT coeﬃcients
of the set {X}.
The error probability Pe for equal priors (PH0 = PH1 =1 /2) is given by Pe = 1
2(PFP +
PFN), where PFP is the false positive probability (detection of the watermark under H0)
and PFN is the false negative probability (failure to detect the watermark under H1). The
analytical expressions of PFP and PFN are then given by
PFP = Q
 
T − m0
σ0
 
= Q(T) (14)
PFN =1− Q
 
T − m1
σ1
 
=1− Q(T − m1) (15)
where T is the threshold against which the correlation metric is compared and Q(x)i s
deﬁned as
Q(x)=
1
√
2π
  ∞
x
e−t2/2dt (16)
Since σ0 = σ1, it can be easily proven that the threshold selection TMAP which minimizes
the detection error probability Pe (Maximum A Posteriori criterion) is given by
TMAP =
m0 + m1
2
=
m1
2
(17)
In practice, this is not a reliable threshold, mainly because in case of attacks the mean value
m1 is not accurately estimated using equation (12). In fact, experimental results have shown
12that in case of attacks the experimental mean of the correlation value under H1 is smaller
than the theoretical mean m1 calculated using (12). The Neyman-Pearson threshold TNP is
preferred, as it leads to the smallest possible probability PFN of false negative errors while
keeping false positive errors at an acceptable predetermined rate. By solving equation (14)
for T we obtain
TNP = Q−1 (PFP) (18)
Equation (18) will be used for the calculation of the threshold for a ﬁxed PFP since the mean
and the variance of the correlation metric under H0 have constant values. Furthermore, to
evaluate the actual detection performance, the probability of detection PD as a function of
the threshold TNP is calculated using the following expression:
PD = Q
 
TNP − m1
σ1
 
(19)
5.3 Nonlinear preprocessing of the watermarked data before correlation
The correlation-based detection presented in this section would be optimal if the DCT
coeﬃcients followed a normal distribution. However, as described in [34, 35] the distribution
of image DCT coeﬃcients is more accurately modeled by a heavy-tailed distribution such as
the Laplace, Cauchy, Generalized Gaussian, or Symmetric Alpha Stable (SaS) [36] with the
Maximum Likelihood detector derived as shown in [16, 37] for the Laplacian distribution
and in [38] for the Cauchy distribution. This detector outperforms the correlator in terms of
detection performance, but may not be as simple and fast as the correlation-based detector.
Also, modeling of the DCT data to acquire the parameters that characterize each distribution
is required, thus increasing the detection time. This is why, in many practical applications,
the suboptimal but simpler correlation detector is used.
Another approach used in signal detection to improve the correlation detector’s perfor-
mance is the use of Locally Optimum (LO) detectors [22, 23], which achieves asymptotically
optimum performance for low signal levels. In the watermarking problem the strength of the
embedded signal is small, so a Locally Optimum test is appropriate for it. These detectors
originate from the log-likelihood ratio, which can be written as:
l(X)=
N−1  
l=0
ln
 
fX(X(l) − W(l))
fX(X(l))
 
(20)
where fX(X) is the p.d.f. of the video or image data. The watermark strength is small, so
we have the following Taylor series approximation:
l(X(l))|W(l) = l(X(l))|W(l)=0 +
∂l(X(l))
∂X(l)
|W(l)=0 · W(l)+o(|W(l)|) (21)
 −
f 
X(X(l))
fX(X(l))
· W(l)+o(|W(l)|)
  gLO(X(l)) · W(l)
where we neglect the higher order terms o(|W(l)|) as they will go to zero. In this equation,
gLO(X) is the “locally optimum nonlinearity” [22, 23], deﬁned by:
gLO(X)=−
f 
X(X)
fX(X)
(22)
Thus, the resulting detection scheme basically consists of the nonlinear preprocessor gLO(X)
followed by the linear correlator, which is why such systems are also known as generalized
13correlator detectors [22]. Such nonlinearities are often encountered in communication sys-
tems that operate in the presence of non-Gaussian noise, as they suppress the observations
with high magnitude that cause the correlator’s performance to deteriorate.
In a Locally Optimum detection scheme (i.e. correlation with preprocessing), the data
set {XW} used in equations (8) and (9) for the calculation of the correlation metric of (7) is
replaced by the values calculated by multiplying the elements gLO (X(l)) of the preprocessed
data (note that X(l) is an element of the data {X}) with the corresponding watermark
coeﬃcient W(l) of the correlating watermark sequence.
It is obvious from (22) that an appropriate non-linear preprocessor can be chosen based
on the distribution of the frame data (i.e. the host) and the signal to be detected (the
watermark). The DCT coeﬃcients used here can be quite accurately modeled by the Cauchy
or the Laplacian distributions. The following table depicts the expressions for the density
functions of these distributions and the corresponding non-linear preprocessors.
PDF of frame DCT data Nonlinearity used for preprocessing
fX(x)=b
2 exp(−b|x − µ|) gLO (x)=b · sgn(x − µ)
fX(x)= 1
π
γ
(x−δ)2+γ2 gLO (x)=
2(x−δ)
(x−δ)2+γ2
Experiments were carried out to evaluate the eﬀect of these non-linearities on the detec-
tion performance. It was shown that the use of either non-linearity signiﬁcantly improved
the performance of the detector, on both non-attacked and attacked videos.
In the case of Cauchy distributed data, the corresponding non-linearity requires the
modeling of the DCT data in order to obtain the parameters γ and δ. For the Laplacian
non-linearity, it may initially appear that the parameters b and µ of this distribution need
to be estimated. However, after careful examination of the Laplacian preprocessor it is seen
that this is not really required. As we veriﬁed experimentally, we may assume that the mean
value µ of the watermarked DCT coeﬃcients is zero, so there is no need to calculate this
parameter. Furthermore, after a little algebra, it is also seen that the Laplacian parameter
b does not appear in the ﬁnal expression for this non-linearity. Speciﬁcally, if in equations
(7)-(9) we replace the watermarked data with the preprocessed watermarked data, we easily
observe that b is no longer present in the ﬁnal expression for c:
mean =
1
N
N−1  
l=0
gLO (X (l)) · W (l)=
1
N
N−1  
l=0
b · sgn(X (l))W (l) (23)
variance =
1
N
N−1  
t=0
(gLO (X (t)) · W (t) − mean)
2 =
=
1
N
N−1  
t=0
 
b · sgn(X (t))W (t) −
1
N
N−1  
l=0
b · sgn(X (l))W (l)
 2
(24)
c =
1
N
 N−1
l=0 sgn(X (l))W (l) ·
√
N
 
1
N
 N−1
t=0
 
sgn(X (t))W (t) − 1
N
 N−1
l=0 sgn(X (l))W (l)
 2
(25)
where X (l) are the N DCT coeﬃcients of the data set {X} that are used in the detection
process and W (l) are the corresponding correlating watermark coeﬃcients. Thus, we ﬁnally
chose to use a generalized correlator detector corresponding to Laplacian distributed data
because this detector does not actually add any computational complexity (by the estimation
of b and µ) to the existing implementation.
14In order to deﬁne the threshold in the case of the proposed generalized correlator detector,
the statistics of the correlation metric c given by equation (25) need to be estimated again.
Under either hypothesis H0 or H1, the assumptions made for estimating the statistics of c in
Section 5.2 are still valid. Speciﬁcally, the correlation metric c is still a sum of independent
random variables, regardless of whether or not preprocessing has been used. Thus, by
the CLT, and for a suﬃciently large data set (a condition that is very easily satisﬁed in
our application, since there are many DCT coeﬃcients available from the video frame -
typically N>25000 for PAL resolution video frames), the test statistic c will follow a normal
distribution. Therefore, the distribution of c under H0 and H 
0 can still be approximated
by N(0,1) and the same threshold (equation (18)) as in the case of the correlation based
detector proposed in the previous section, can also be used for the proposed generalized
correlator detector.
Under H1 it is not possible to ﬁnd closed form expressions for the mean m1 and vari-
ance σ2
1 of the correlation statistic c, due to the non-linear nature of the preprocessing.
Nevertheless, c still follows a normal distribution N(m1,σ 1). The mean and variance of c
under H1 can be found experimentally by performing many Monte Carlo runs with a large
number of randomly generated watermark sequences. Then, the probability of detection can
be calculated using (19). Such experiments are described in Section 7 where the superior
performance of the proposed generalized correlator detector can be observed.
6 Video watermark detector implementation
The proposed correlation-based detection (with or without preprocessing) described in Sec-
tion 5 can be implemented using two types of detectors.
The ﬁrst detector (detector-A) detects the watermark only in I-frames during their de-
coding by applying the procedure described in Section 5.1. Detector-A can be used when
the video sequence under examination is the original watermarked sequence. Detector-A can
also be used in cases where the examined video sequence has undergone some processing
but maintains the same GOP structure as the original watermarked sequence. For example,
this may happen when the video sequence is encoded at a diﬀerent bit-rate using one of
the techniques proposed in [39, 40]. This detector is very fast since it introduces negligible
additional computational load to the decoding operation.
The second detector (detector-B) assumes that the GOP structure may have changed due
to transcoding and frames that were previously coded as I-frames may now be coded as B-
or P-frames. This detector decodes and applies DCT to each frame in order to detect the
watermark using the procedure described in Section 5.1. The decoding operation performed
by this detector may also consist of the decoding of non-MPEG compressed or uncompressed
video streams, in case transcoding of the watermarked sequence to another coding format
has occurred.
In cases where transcoding and I-frame skipping are performed on an MPEG video se-
quence, then detector-B will try to detect the watermark in previous B- and P-frames. If
object motion in the scene is slow or slow camera zoom or pan occurs, then the watermark
will be detected in B- and P-frames as will be shown in the correlation metric plots for all
frames of the test video sequence described in Section 7. Of course, the watermark may
not be detected in any of the video frames. When this occurs, the transcoded video quality
is severely degraded due to frame skipping (jerkiness will be introduced or visible motion
blur will appear even if interpolation is used). Thus, it is very unlikely that an attacker will
beneﬁt from such an attack.
157 Experimental evaluation
The evaluation of the proposed watermarking scheme was based on experiments testing its
speed and others testing the detection performance under various conditions. In addition,
experiments were carried out to verify the validity of the analysis concerning the distributions
of the correlation metric performed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
7.1 Speed performance of the watermarking scheme
The video sequence used for the ﬁrst type of experiments was the MPEG-2 video spokesman
which is part of a TV broadcast. This is a MPEG-2 program stream i.e. multiplexed
stream containing video and audio. It was produced using a hardware MPEG-1/2 encoder
from a PAL VHS source. The reason for using such a test video sequence instead of more
commonly used sequences like table tennis or foreman is that the latter are short video-
only sequences that are not multiplexed with audio streams, as is the case in practice.
Of course, the system also supports such video-only MPEG-1/2 streams. In general, the
embedding and detection schemes support constant and variable bitrate main proﬁle MPEG-
2 program streams and MPEG-1 system streams, as well as video-only MPEG-1/2 streams
(only progressive sequences in all cases).
The proposed embedding algorithm was simulated using a Pentium 866 MHz processor.
The total execution time of the embedding scheme for the 22 sec MPEG-2 (5 Mbit/sec, PAL
resolution) video sequence spokesman is 72% of the real-time duration of the video sequence.
Execution time is allocated to the three major operations performed for embedding: ﬁle
operations (read, write headers and packets), partial decoding, and partial encoding and
watermarking as shown in Fig. 8. In Fig. 8 the embedding time is also compared to the
decoding time (without saving each decoded frame to a ﬁle) using the MSSG [41] decoder
software. Clearly, the embedding time is signiﬁcantly shorter than the decoding and re-
encoding time that would be needed if the watermark embedding were performed in the
spatial domain. Fig. 8 also presents the time required for detection using the detector-A
described in Section 6. Detection time is only 23% of the real-time duration of the video
sequence, thus enabling the detector to be incorporated in real-time decoders/players. Using
detector-B, the detection process takes ﬁve times the real-time duration of the video. This
makes detector-B more suitable for oﬄine watermark detection.
7.2 Correlation metric distributions and probability of detection
For the rest of the experiments presented in this section, commonly used video-only sequences
with various types of content were used. Speciﬁcally the table tennis, ﬂowers, mobile and
calendar,a n dsusie (all PAL resolution, 15sec, 375 frames, 32 I-frames) were selected.
In the ﬁrst experiment, a typical frame from each one of the above sequences was selected.
Fig. 9 presents the selected frames. Then, for each one of these unwatermarked frames, the
correlation metric c of (7) (DCT domain detection) and (25) (detection using preprocessing)
was calculated for 5000 diﬀerent correlating watermarks (H0). Subsequently, the selected
frames were watermarked with a speciﬁc watermark and using 5000 diﬀerent watermarks,
we conducted 5000 Monte Carlo runs to calculate the correlation metric for both types of
detectors (H 
0). Using these results, the means and standard deviations of the correlation
metric were calculated and are shown in Table 3. It is easily seen that the corresponding
values under hypotheses H0 and H 
0 are very similar. This was expected, since H0 and
H 
0 are equivalent, as we have already explained. In addition, the selected frames were
watermarked with 5000 diﬀerent watermarks and, using the same 5000 watermarks, the
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Figure 8: Speed performance of the embedding and detection schemes.
Frame from DCT domain detection Detection using preprocessing
video sequence m0 σ0 m
0 σ
0 m0 σ0 m
0 σ
0
ﬂowers 0.01 0.99 0.00 0.99 -0.02 1.00 -0.02 1.00
mobile and calendar 0.02 0.99 0.00 1.01 0.00 1.00 0.00 1.02
susie 0.02 0.99 0.01 0.98 0.01 0.98 0.00 0.96
table tennis -0.01 1.00 -0.03 1.00 -0.01 0.99 -0.01 0.99
Table 3: Means and variances of the correlation metric under H0 and H 
0 for DCT domain detection and
detection using preprocessing.
correlation metric was calculated (H1). Its means and standard deviations for both types of
detectors are shown in Table 4.
Fig. 10 also presents the experimental pdfs (under H0 and H1) of the correlation metric
for the selected frame of the mobile and calendar video sequence, where the gaussian nature
of all pdfs can be observed. The gaussian distribution of the correlation metric is indeed
veriﬁed by the normal probability plots depicted in Fig. 11. In all cases, the plots are
almost linear, showing that c follows a normal distribution. In addition, as can be seen
in Table 3, the correlation metric has m0 = m 
0   0, σ0 = σ 
0   1 under H0 and H 
0,f o r
both types of detectors. Therefore, since under H0 and H 
0 the experimental results for the
distributions of the correlation metric match the theoretical, equation (18) can be used for
the a priori determination of the threshold TNP for both types of detectors. In order to
achieve this, only the false positive probability PFP that can be tolerated needs to be set
for the Neyman-Pearson test. For all the experiments presented in the next subsection the
constant threshold TNP =4 .75 was determined by using equation (18) and by selecting the
false positive probability PFP =1 0 −6 since such a false positive probability is suﬃcient for
copyright protection applications [42]. It should be noted that in the case of the experiment
with the 5000 diﬀerent correlating watermarks, under both H0 and H 
0, the detector output
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Figure 9: Selected frames for using in the experiments. The frames belong to the: (a) ﬂowers, (b) mobile
and calendar,( c )susie and (d) table tennis video sequences (MPEG-2, 6Mbits/sec, PAL).
was always below the selected threshold. This shows that watermarks created by owner IDs
diﬀerent from the ID of the actual copyright owner cannot be used by others in order to
claim copyright ownership of the video content.
We also directly compare the two detection methods by calculating the probability of
detection PD using (19). Since the threshold is determined in the same manner for both
detection schemes, and since the distributions of the correlation metric may be assumed
normal for both detectors, this comparison is meaningful. Fig 12a presents the resulting
diagram for the selected frame of the mobile and calendar video sequence. In addition Fig 12b
presents the probability of detection diagram in the case the MPEG video is transcoded from
6 Mbit/sec to 3 Mbit/sec. In both diagrams, it is easy to notice the superior performance
of the detector that uses preprocessing.
18Frame from DCT domain detection Detection using preprocessing
video sequence m1 σ1 m1 σ1
ﬂowers 56.36 0.96 66.91 1.01
mobile and calendar 127.56 1.1 148.21 1.38
susie 208.17 1.14 289.91 2.14
table tennis 203.69 1.11 275.40 2.11
Table 4: Means and variances of the correlation metric under H1 for DCT domain detection and detection
using preprocessing
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Figure 10: Experimentally evaluated pdfs of the correlation metric under H0 and H1 for the selected
frame of the mobile and calendar video sequence: (a) DCT domain detection under H0, (b) DCT domain
detection under H1, (c) Detection using preprocessing under H0, (d) Detection using preprocessing under
H1.
7.3 Watermark detection under various attacks
In Section 5, DCT domain detection with and without preprocessing was presented. Ex-
periments were conducted for both detection methods and their results were compared in
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Figure 11: Normal probability plots for c using the normplot of MATLAB: (a) DCT domain detection
under H0, (b) DCT domain detection under H1, (c) Detection using preprocessing under H0, (d) Detection
using preprocessing under H1.
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Figure 12: Probability of detection as a function of the threshold for both detection methods for: (a)
The selected watermarked frame from mobile and calendar, (b) The transcoded watermarked frame from
mobile and calendar.
absolute terms and in cases of attacks. First, the 6 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 video table tennis
was watermarked and transcoded to 5, 4 and 3 Mbit/sec video sequences. The original
watermarked sequence and the transcoded sequences were correlated with the valid corre-
lating watermark and a false watermark. The correlator output results for an I-frame (15th
I-frame - frame 168) of this sequence are given in Table 5. It can be easily observed, that
both detection methods have a very good performance under transcoding. In addition, the
correlator output in case II (Detection using preprocessing) is much higher than in case I
(DCT domain detection) when correlation is performed with a valid watermark. Finally,
the correlator output is very low in both cases when correlation is performed with a false
watermark.
In Fig. 13a the correlation metric for both detection methods is evaluated for the 375
frames of the PAL resolution 8 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 video sequence table tennis using detector-
B. The constant threshold TNP =4 .75, which is calculated as described in the previous
subsection, is also plotted (in Fig. 13a). The correlator output exceeds the threshold for all
I-frames. The correlator output is also above the threshold for the P- and B-frames of scenes
where slow motion occurs. For example, for the P- and B-frames between the 84th and the
312th frame the correlator output is above the threshold. In the case where slow motion
20Bitrate Valid watermark False watermark Valid watermark False watermark
case I: DCT domain detection case II: Detection using preprocessing
6 Mbit/sec 115.6 0.8 212.1 0.3
5 Mbit/sec 109.0 0.2 206.5 -0.4
4 Mbit/sec 104.8 0.9 200.2 0.6
3 Mbit/sec 100.2 1.5 176.2 1.1
Table 5: Correlator output results for watermark detection on the 15th I-frame (frame 168) of the MPEG-2
table tennis sequence using the correlation-based detection method and the detection using preprocessing
occurs, an attacker may remove the I-frames from the video sequence without causing severe
degradation to its quality. In this case the watermark can still be detected in the rest of the
frames of the video sequence for the range of frames that where motion occurs, as depicted
in Fig 13b.
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Figure 13: (a) Correlation metric plot for the 375 frames of the 8 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 video table tennis,
(b) Correlation metric plot for the same video sequence with the I-frames skipped (this video sequence
contains all but the frames that were encoded as I-frames before the skipping was performed.
In the rest of the experiments various attacks were carried out on the watermarked
MPEG-2 video table tennis to decrease the detectability of the watermark. The applied
attacks were: low-pass ﬁltering (blurring), transcoding to lower bitrate MPEG streams,
transcoding using the popular DivX [43] codec and also transcoding using a wavelet-based
coder (JPEG2000). In addition we tested the robustness of the proposed watermarking
method to geometric attacks. Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst applied geometric attacks (cropping
scaling and rotation) to the watermarked video. Then we reversed the geometric attacks,
i.e. we restored the attacked video to its original size, position and orientation and applied
detection. These tests were performed in order to verify that techniques which can reverse
the geometric transformation of the attack by using the non-attacked frame [44, 45] could be
incorporated in the proposed scheme in order to oﬀer resilience to geometric attacks. The
case in which the reversion of the geometric attack is not perfect was also investigated.
For all attacks except wavelet-based transcoding, Adobe Premiere [46] was used. Adobe
Premiere is a video editing software widely used by video professionals. Built-in ﬁlters were
21used in order to perform the listed attacks on the watermarked sequence to simulate a
possible scenario of video editing and processing.
DivX transcoding was performed using the DivX codec release 5.0.5. The coding pa-
rameters were chosen to simulate a scenario where a movie of DVD quality is ripped and
re-compressed in order to ﬁt into one or two CDs (depending on the content and the duration
of the movie). This attack was of particular interest since it is very easy to implement in
practice.
Finally, in order to test the robustness of the watermarking method to non-DCT-based
transcoding, we encoded each frame of the watermarked video using the wavelet-based
JPEG2000 coder. We applied JPEG2000 compression at 0.4 bits/pixel (the original frame
has 8 bits/pixel) and detected the watermark in each one of the decompressed frames after
applying DCT and using the procedure described in Section 5.
The correlation metric plots for all frames of the video sequence for each one of the above
attacks are given in Figures 14 and 15. After all the attacks presented in Figures 14a to
14e the watermark survived in all I-frames and was still detectable in interframes of scenes
where slow motion occurred. The watermark also survived in nearly all I-frames after DivX
transcoding (Fig. 15a). Moreover, the watermark survived in most I-frames after a very
severe attack combining DivX transcoding, cropping and scaling (Fig. 15b). In general,
taking into account all conducted experiments, detection using preprocessing outperformed
DCT domain detection in the majority of the detected frames.
8 Conclusions
A novel and robust way for embedding watermarks in MPEG-2 multiplexed streams was
presented. The proposed scheme operates directly in the compressed domain and embeds
copyright information without causing any visible degradation to the quality of the video.
The latter is achieved by combining perceptual and block classiﬁcation techniques. Due
to its speed, the resulting embedding scheme is suitable for real-time applications and also
when a large number of video-sequences have to be watermarked, as is the case in video
libraries.
A Locally Optimum detector, the generalized correlator, was introduced and analyzed.
This detector takes into account the Laplacian-like distribution of the DCT data by prepro-
cessing the watermarked data before correlation. Experimental evaluation showed that this
detector generally improves the detection results, leading to a watermarking scheme able to
withstand attacks such as transcoding, and ﬁltering, and even geometric attacks, if methods
for reversing such attacks are incorporated.
Apart from being eﬀective and reliable, the detection procedure used in the proposed
scheme is fast, since it introduces negligible additional computational load to the decoding
operation. This enables the proposed system to be useful not only for copyright protection
but also as a component of real-time decoders/players that are used for applications such as
broadcast monitoring.
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Figure 14: Plots of the correlation metric for all frames of the 8 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 video table tennis
after various attacks have been performed: (a) Blurring, (b) cropping 40% of the frame area, rotation by
10◦ and downscaling by 0.75, (c) MPEG transcoding to 4 Mbit/sec, (d) transcoding with JPEG2000 to
0.4 bits/pixel, (e) downscaling by 0.75 (the reversion of the geometric attack was not perfect - the frames
used for detection were larger by one row and one column than the original).
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Figure 15: Plots of the correlation metric for all frames of the 8 Mbit/sec MPEG-2 video table tennis
after the following attacks have been performed: (a) DivX transcoding at 0.8Mbit/s (two-pass run) and
keyframes every 4 sec, (b) DivX transcoding at 0.8Mbit/s (two-pass run) and keyframes every 4 sec, and
cropping 40% of the frame area and downscaling by 0.75.
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